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Hello to all senators and representatives (an their hard working aides),
I love everyone. We are in such a pivotal moment this month in Oregon
history.
I went to all the senators' and representatives' offices yesterday with a half
sheet of Oregon's most critical issues that I have put my time and energy
towards, some for the last twenty some years. After three hours my voice to
give my pitch was getting tired as I delivered my half-sheet (they were the
colorful pieces of paper) was tired so I delivered the remainder with a promise
to give my entertaining pitch to them another time.
Taxing and mismanagement is killing the very essence of Oregon. Stop the
taxation of the middle class, the working class and the poor. My progressive
friends believe they can MAKE corporations like NIKE pay...that they "can
give it to the man!"...but the NIKE man after supporting a tax increase got a
waiver.
Stop taxation and focus on making government bureaucracies obey the
laws you passed by focusing on the corrupt and incompetent managers
within these agencies. It's out in the public consciousness now the concept
of the deep state or the administrative state. It is composed of managers who
were/are never held accountable for the emotional devastation, sexual abuse,
injuries, maiming and deaths of children in state care.
Having been on the inside of state government as a social worker/daycare
licensor/CPS investigator I know the state of dis-Art within these agencies
destroying the lives of families and most importantly children. Having
worked with assistant attorneys general in my work in government I have the
big picture including training by the AG's office, documentation to back up
my witnessing.
I've seen citizen senators and representatives with good hearts and
intent not able to reign in the deep state because the deep state (which
again are just corrupt failed unelected government managers who knew how
to hide the truth from you) lies to and fools citizen legislators.
I waited 22 years for Dennis Richardson to do the audits he did in
Oregon related to daycare, CPS and the public schools. I was so sad
when he died last year. I sent him a document that Speaker of the
House and my representative, Tina Koteck, ignored. Tina has ignored me
for about six years on the topic of the sexual abuse done by teachers and

other school employees in the public school districts and how they keep it
hidden.
I was a life long Democrat (while outing my failed unelected CPS manager
who made CPS his fiefdom and as I watched him lie to the legislature and
change data in our computers). I also watched various AAGs attempt to get
daycare licensing to obey a law that was a MUST to obey. The agency
cavalierly did not for eleven years. One manager in 2017 admitted in a
deposition that they follow "policy" not law.
When I door belled for Bernie Sanders in 2016 I came upon Democrats who
said, "I don't know if I'm voting for Trump or Sanders!" So I sensed
something different was going on in America. I had noted some similarities
between the two like both being against the TPP. I stood with fellow
Progressive Party folks (I was registered Progress Party for a time and was
Ralph Nader's GOTV coordinator for Oregon) on the corner of Burnside and
MLK with big banners being against TPP.
I didn't vote for Trump but came on board with his Executive Order to
take down child sex trafficking and other types of Human Trafficking. I
did my research after all Obama had one every year as well. What was the
difference with Trump's? More specificity including naming 13 individuals,
but they were all foreign folks so I researched them...and saw some ties back
into New York City to some banks. Ah, so then I got a hint of what Trump was
doing so I came on board as the issues of destroying the hearts, minds, souls
and bodies of children is my purpose in life from my journey through unelected
gov't bureaucracies (again what we call now publicly understand is the Deep
State) to stop those acts.
FBI and CIA failed unelected gov't managers? Sibel Edmonds memoir as
a FBI agent whistle blower when I read her memoir...her manager was just
like my former CPS boss. Robert Mueller? Oh, my gosh as he stammered and
stuttered clearly showing he did not know the contents of his "report"...I was
like he's just like the top directors of these various state unelected gov't
agencies I witnessed first hand. They are just puppets more or less...to the
failed unelected upper, mid and supervisory level failed managers who
really run the show and lie to the legislature.
Their incompetence I have documentation of as well as testimony some gave
that showed how they cavalierly ignored laws passed by the citizen
legislature to protect children in licensed care.
One lunch I sat down at my desk to read Kafka's The Castle. I started
laughing, "It's where I work!" Doing my due diligence studying of history I
know the how and why 110 years ago the deep state, the administrative
state, unelected state government, failed and cavalier with all their failings as
child after child was destroyed or made dead in these government agencies
the legislature first created to protect such a child, I know how and why it

happened. It all started in 1970.
President Trump is planting a trillion trees (he pledged at Davos) and one
guy at the Timber Unity rally yesterday he's about to publish his research
that will powerfully show the one trillion trees idea with take care of the
climate chaos situation that is now emotionally terrifying our children telling
them the world is going to end in 12 years. Democrats are scaring the life out
of our children. Please stop it.
Our poor children being made confused and terrified within the school
districts now...creating in them post traumatic stress...with public schools
hiding the sexual abuse done to many of children and telling them they will
be dead in 12 years.
I was a sub for a few years so a direct witness. I have the documentation
on how schools further fined tuned the hiding of public records, to hide
those criminal acts in the public schools in Oregon (that started in
2004); and is the reason Tina Kotek has ignored me for six years. Ties
in with the teachers' unions as well.
After my time in and witnessing the unelected failed gov't agencies I moved
on to being an analyst/expert witness nationally for civil lawsuits and
administrative hearings. What folks don't want to talk about, the records and
information they hide...that there is the real issue...and it's not rocket
science. In my opinion Kotek and Kate are a health hazard to children
in the state of Oregon.
I was a Democrat, Kotek is my representative and for six years she
cavalierly ignored my request for an appointment to educate her on
what I witnessed. She was at a governor's debate in 2016. She took my
name and number. Nothing. Last year walking around the legislature at
another rally went to her office. Nothing. Yesterday told by her aide trying to
give me a business card to call that person. I said no. I am not Tina's
servant that I must obsequiously obey begging her to meet with me after six
years. I told the aide of my contact with Tina at the debate and Tina
needs to call me for that appointment.
This lofty cavalier abuse of power to the very citizens she represents is
beyond the Pale; and I was a Democrat. You'd think these out of control
Democrats like Kotek and Kate would at least make a pretense of liking
fellow Democrats...but no...because their gaining power and then abusing
their power has gone beyond the Pale. What they have done with that
power against children is Beyond the Pale.
My suggestion? Stop all taxation votes and the legislature changes their
on these incompetent abusive failed unelected managers in the
government agencies and in the public schools, what they've done to
Oregon citizens in particular to children and their families and get that

addressed.
In my state government job? I was 3x more productive then my co-workers
who whined and complained and acted like victims...and just give us more
money and not so many children will die. All a lie. I have email chains from
two top failed managers telling each other they were bored but happy to be
making over $110,000.00 each(with all those benefits) and that was ten years
ago.
For goodness sake, Kotek and Kate passed a law last year to hire high
school graduates now to have power over families and children in
Oregon. When I first got that job social workers had to have a master's in
social work. Now a high school diploma. The downward slope is hitting
bottom this year.
So please NO on HB4159 and SB1530.
A thank you to all the aides in the senate and in the house who were
polite, gracious and friendly to me as I made my rounds yesterday.

Via

I love everybody and I don't like labels. Whether I am registered Democrat,
Independent, Progress or Republican I don't like labels...they get in the way
of true conversation. The non-affiliated voter rolls are skyrocketing.
The thing about Trump and Sanders in 2016? They were both outliers. But
then Sanders after a 90 minute meeting handed his balls over to Hillary and
did not allow my vote to count and he moved to "select" her. I'm not voting for
a castrated man. Hillary wasn't nominated by the Democratic citizen...just
"selected" by the 400 plus members of the DNC. Given my former CPS boss
who was a super delegate for Hillary and is still on the DNC in 2020 I'm
guessing at this moment Hillary will run again. Just my take.
The Republican RNC (and of course they had RINOs in there) at least
didn't stop their voter base from choosing the RNC candidate.
Their base chose the outlier Donald J. Trump...and history has been
made and as long as Trump continues to give us tools to take down
child sex trafficking, sexual misconduct in the public schools, the CPS
child sex trafficking network started in 1997, protecting children in licensed
daycare, foster care and foster/adopt and stop full out legal infanticide (it's
always been going on and after I saw the Gosnell film I saw organized crime

never got out of the abortion business) I am supporting President Trump. I
realize he doesn't know all the ins and outs of some of these systems, but the
man listens and when he gets it he takes an action...tools we the people can
use in the here and now in our localities because it is too big of an issue for
one man to do alone.
Some times 20% of the folks showing up at Trump rallies are Democrats.
Forget labels. We the people have had it with the deep state, that
unelected gov't appartus. It's so out in the open now with FBI and CIA
fomenting a coup on a duly elected president...it's nothing like I've ever seen
before. Not even a pretense as Chuck Schumer smiled in that one
interview that "The intelligence agencies have six ways to Sunday to get
back at you." Does he want to tell us something about JFK's murder?
My Army intelligence father worked with CIA (later in his life disgusted with
CIA). Dad never went around telling folks he was an intelligence officer like
Lt. Col. Michael A. Aquino did on Oprah, Geraldo and Donohue in the 1980s
when Mikey got accused of sexually abusing children in daycare at the
Presidio. My goodness, the guy was a freak; looked like the Eddie child
character on the TV show The Munsters all dressed up in his Satanic
costume with his devil eyebrows, but there he was on Oprah. It caused such
cognitive dissonance in the public while none of those talks shows brought
on the parents whose children had been violated and terrified to share their
evidence.
America has the 3rd highest child maltreatment rate in the developed
countries. Portugal, Mexico then us.
We heal that it heals addictions. We heal America. President Trump
works on that as well.
The relatively few times I've gotten the stink eye for wearing my Trump shirt
out in public...I remembered that stink eye from I was married to a black
man back in the real more overt racist ways in our history. Oh, I remember
that look. But even back then in the real ole racist days, when we were 23
and 24 we bought our first house (nice one) with an FHA loan. We both had
jobs. I grew up in the military and so did my husband, we were both Army
brats. We did not see skin color growing up on military bases.
Democrat leaders are telling folks to grab onto a label and proclaim
being a victim. The victim labels have been growing exponentially
since...I don't know...some time in the 2000s?
The worst of what they are doing is destroying the very hearts, minds, souls,
identities and bodies of children. That guy they let into the libraries? He
has a video of myself dressed as Miss Frizzle with the Magic School
Bus...has a dildo come out, he performs sex acts on it and then
simulates anal sex with the bus.

This is pedophile grooming. I could use that in my Recognizing and Reporting
Child Abuse class except it's too pornographic I won't even put it on social
media. The guy only had 7 subscribers. Why was he chosen to come into the
library. I have an email from the Vancouver Library executive director
confirming she saw the video and yet approved him coming into the library.
The degradation of children is Beyond the Pale. Google Devin Crosland's
YOUTUBE video by typing in the name Clare Apparently...it was still up last I
looked. Makes me sick.
Pedo grooming folks. It's pedo grooming. Now the schools are doing it.
Going to teach grade school kids to have anal sex...it's just child sex
trafficking network training...now to be done by teachers themselves...then
when the traffickers get these kids they don't have to spend so much time on
step one of the grooming process...they won't have to be nice to the kids for
as long a time...but can get them working sooner to be raped by strangers
and be group raped.
Wake up America! Our kids are in danger! And in danger in these gov't
institutions.
The video I would use in my training not Devin's pornographic one would be
a compilation of the Joe Biden videos of Creepy Joe groping, caressing,
smelling, kissing, digging his fingers into a little girl's nipple area, talking to
little kids about "dating" while we see child after child looking uncomfortable.
When Biden moved in on Jeff Session's granddaughter, Jeff Sessions
slapped Biden's hands away. Thank you Jeff Sessions.
You want to be heroes? You want your legacies in the Oregon state
legislature to mean something? Protecting children is the key causal
dynamic that needs to happen in America to move us forward to a
better future. And right now the deep state, administrative state, failed
unelected gov't managers who cavalierly ignore any law you make that they
don't like are devastating our children, the future of Oregon and America.
Time to turn the spotlight on them...some may need criminal charges and
convictions to undo what was first started in 1970.
Please vote NO HB4159 and SB1530 and focus to saving children from the
deep state child sex trafficking elements that came into gov't agencies
including the schools.
Anything I can do to help...I will do my best to help you help children and
families.
Thank you for your time and consideration in reading my input for the
greater good of Oregon.
Margo Logan, MSW

